
From: Kay Brainerd
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 7:58:31 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kay Brainerd

MI 48111
(734) 697-2750



From: Felicia Bander
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 6:32:09 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Felicia Bander

CA 90066
(310) 560-6509



From: Amy DeSantis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 11:54:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Amy DeSantis

CA 90025
(310) 593-3237



From: Andrew Sutphin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 6:27:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Andrew Sutphin

CA 91367
(818) 591-8177



From: Dolores Pino
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 5:47:16 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dolores Pino

IL 60053
(847) 965-3354



From: Pamela Osgood
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 12:47:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Pamela Osgood

CA 95945



From: Joseph & Sandra Windwalker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 9:33:35 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joseph & Sandra Windwalker

NY 14830
(607) 937-3901



From: Lucy Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 8:39:16 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lucy Johnson

OR 97405
(541) 485-2404



From: Joan Rieck
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 11:37:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joan Rieck

NM 87109
(505) 994-2795



From: Connie Hammond
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 9:23:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Connie Hammond

OH 43214
(614) 531-4146



From: Michael Hill
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 6:37:26 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Michael Hill

WA 98330
(360) 492-3016



From: Carolyn Croom
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 6:27:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Croom

TX 78757
(512) 459-8063



From: Gail Sullivan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 2:56:58 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gail Sullivan

NY 10040
(212) 569-5518



From: Jonathan Mansell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 6:29:05 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jonathan Mansell

CA 92683
(714) 330-3921



From: Vicky Viray
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2020 12:22:54 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Vicky Viray

VA 22182
+63 9271226591



From: Gail Sullivan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 11:53:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gail Sullivan

NY 10040
(212) 569-5518



From: Paul Bramscher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 10:22:33 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Paul Bramscher

MN 55014
(763) 795-0201



From: Kathryn Atkins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 3:21:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Atkins

CA 93405
(000) 000-0000



From: Mary Morell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 2:35:17 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Morell

PA 19031
(455) 556-6765



From: bob ehmann
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 1:33:48 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
bob ehmann

NY 11566
(516) 608-0134



From: anne ehmann
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 1:32:40 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
anne ehmann

NY 11566
(516) 223-3397



From: Kevin Brown
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 7:31:56 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kevin Brown

OR 97381
(555) 555-5555



From: Elizabeth Lyle
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 1:20:38 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Lyle

NC 28743
(000) 000-0000



From: Keith Augusto
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 7:33:19 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Keith Augusto

NV 89131
(774) 312-4367



From: Martha Fait
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:46:54 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Martha Fait

AZ 85301
(623) 937-8784



From: Valery Keramaty
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:29:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Valery Keramaty

NY 10536



From: Tim Rose
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:18:54 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Tim Rose

FL 33064
(954) 895-4318



From: Amanda Bradley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 6:23:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Amanda Bradley

CA 94609
(570) 764-1734



From: Allison Kiser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 5:29:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Allison Kiser

PA 17011
(717) 303-0388



From: Virginia Sendor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 5:05:33 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Virginia Sendor

CT 06902
(202) 274-7975



From: Kathleen Findlay
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 4:46:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Findlay

OR 97355
(541) 570-0726



From: Walter Hays
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 3:18:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Walter Hays

CA 94028
(650) 850-4935



From: Ellen Leaman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:02:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ellen Leaman

MA 01930-
(978) 400-1252



From: Leigh Hill
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:57:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Leigh Hill

CA 95018
(831) 476-2802



From: ruth lovinsohn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:49:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
ruth lovinsohn

NC 28711
(828) 407-7159



From: ruth lovinsohn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:49:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
ruth lovinsohn

NC 28711
(828) 407-7159



From: Robert Kolodny
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:38:56 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Kolodny

NY 10024



From: Robert Kolodny
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:38:56 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Kolodny

NY 10024



From: Rick Wood
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:57:34 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Rick Wood

NY 14818
(607) 546-2690



From: Earl Hall
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:55:13 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Earl Hall

MI 49006
(269) 547-5656



From: Robert Nobrega
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:59:10 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Nobrega

FL 33897
(401) 261-8597



From: Sharon Burge
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:46:35 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sharon Burge

OR 97306
(503) 363-3648



From: Dennis Nelson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:59:54 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dennis Nelson

NV 89156
(702) 437-6484



From: Terri Reischl
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:28:12 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Terri Reischl

MN 55110
(612) 715-7125



From: Nancy Chismar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:17:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nancy Chismar

NJ 08817
(732) 687-0864



From: jo roehrig
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:03:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
jo roehrig

NY 13040
(607) 842-6785



From: Amit Shoham
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 8:15:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Amit Shoham

CA 94606
(415) 558-0388



From: Genevieve Miller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 8:15:43 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Genevieve Miller

VA 22180
(703) 402-1901



From: Geooge Jacobson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 8:11:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Geooge Jacobson

NY 10956



From: Stephen Blakely
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:03:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Stephen Blakely

FL 33559
(813) 949-4418



From: Loan Tran
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 6:44:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Loan Tran

CA 95111



From: Hugh Moore
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 6:41:47 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Hugh Moore

CA 90006
(619) 793-5397



From: Lee Miller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 6:27:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lee Miller

CA 95212
(209) 931-3993



From: Dirk Rogers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 5:45:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dirk Rogers

TX 76301
(214) 622-2062



From: Dan & Ann Green
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 5:26:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dan & Ann Green

MA 01747
(508) 277-3812



From: Vince L
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:44:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Vince L

FL 32765
(407) 365-7116



From: Catherine Clifton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:33:17 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Catherine Clifton

NY 13809
(607) 895-6390



From: Mike Hlat
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:27:24 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mike Hlat

NY 14218
(716) 822-3950



From: Helen Cotton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:26:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Helen Cotton

NY 14850
(607) 319-4961



From: MIchele Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:19:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
MIchele Johnson

NY 10598
(914) 962-4079



From: Ms. Lucy M. Almasy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:02:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ms. Lucy M. Almasy

AZ 85730
(520) 546-7097



From: Janice Keiserman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:52:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Janice Keiserman

NV 89074
(702) 379-2525



From: Sara Eldridge
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:00:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sara Eldridge

WA 98115
(206) 291-7866



From: Lisa Roberts
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:00:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lisa Roberts

OH 45211
(513) 581-9397



From: Sam Miller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:31:57 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sam Miller

PA 19460



From: Querido Galdo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:10:19 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Querido Galdo

CA 94601
(510) 555-1212



From: Susan Sporl
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:44:04 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Susan Sporl

TX 76051
(817) 217-8924



From: Jessica Fielden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:29:45 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jessica Fielden

CA 94611
(510) 318-2504



From: Carolyn Thomas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:58:26 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Thomas

DE 19720
(302) 328-8354



From: Erin Znidar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:17:27 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Erin Znidar

OH 44060
(440) 668-8759



From: Janice Kurkoski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:55:10 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Janice Kurkoski

MA 01378



From: Alvaro Luque
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:48:34 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Alvaro Luque

PA 19114



From: Scott Sklar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:46:07 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities. The proposal is irresponsible.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Scott Sklar

VA 22201
(703) 522-3049



From: Mary Smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:45:01 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Smith

NY 14620



From: Sam Todd
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:22:43 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sam Todd

NC 28227
(704) 545-3457



From: Mary Jane Williams
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:13:24 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Jane Williams

FL 32708
978  835-0440



From: Jay Jensen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:05:14 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jay Jensen

WA 98022
(360) 825-5816



From: Heather Rabinowitz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 8:13:24 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Heather Rabinowitz

FL 32162
(352) 750-4503



From: Paul Kerman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:52:26 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Paul Kerman

MI 48091
(586) 604-9154



From: mukund sharma
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:34:01 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
mukund sharma

ot 110029
(971) 845-2031



From: Catherine Tinney Rome
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:06:27 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Catherine Tinney Rome

OR 97304
(732) 910-9126



From: Rita DeMaria
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 6:29:20 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Rita DeMaria

NY 12524
(914) 257-9078



From: sholey argani
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 5:25:49 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
sholey argani

MD 20912
(301) 891-2815



From: Thomas Fukuman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:46:05 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Thomas Fukuman

CA 90504
(310) 493-9469



From: Robert Bamford
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 3:30:25 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Bamford

WA 98112
(206) 329-7966



From: Eugene Majerowicz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 3:12:37 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Eugene Majerowicz

CA 90008
(323) 662-2930



From: Heidi Holloran
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 3:03:30 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Heidi Holloran

HI 96768
(808) 268-0066



From: Heidi Holloran
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:59:18 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Heidi Holloran

HI 96768
(808) 268-0066



From: Mary Hicklin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:48:25 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Hicklin

CA 92117
(888) 123-4567



From: Megan Roemer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:35:04 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Megan Roemer

CO 80305
17208397772



From: James Hipp
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:28:21 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
James Hipp

WA 98226
(360) 393-3834



From: Courtney Hein
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:26:29 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Courtney Hein

AK 99502



From: John Markham
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:21:35 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
John Markham

KY 42445
(270) 963-6643



From: Julie McCarthy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:16:50 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Julie McCarthy

CO 80021
(000) 000-0000



From: Cheryl Eames
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:01:45 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Eames

AZ 85372
(623) 466-9816



From: Allen Elliott
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:01:26 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Allen Elliott

WA 98257
N.A.



From: Karen Larsen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:52:07 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Karen Larsen

CO 80120
(303) 794-8477



From: Karen Larsen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:52:07 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Karen Larsen

CO 80120
(303) 794-8477



From: Steve Walsh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:24:30 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Steve Walsh

OR 97030
(503) 805-0620



From: James Michael "Mike" Henderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:19:13 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
James Michael "Mike" Henderson

CA 93405
(858) 271-1385



From: ALAN MURAWSKI
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:12:44 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
ALAN MURAWSKI

NY 12020
(518) 366-0889



From: Victor Nepomnyashchy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:06:58 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Victor Nepomnyashchy

CA 91343
(818) 333-3333



From: liz murphy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:02:45 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
liz murphy

TN 37083
(615) 666-1410



From: Kathy Svendsen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:50:38 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathy Svendsen

OR 97527
(541) 295-8153



From: Harry Corsover
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:39:34 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Harry Corsover

CO 80112
(303) 674-7473



From: Francisco J. Velez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:17:19 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Francisco J. Velez

NY 10708
7183



From: Forest Frasieur
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:15:40 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Forest Frasieur

CA 94510
(707) 292-8401



From: Millie Magner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:01:04 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Millie Magner

WA 98199
(206) 283-3451



From: Louisa Hamachek
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:50:43 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Louisa Hamachek

OR 97401
(541) 912-9136



From: Judith Brickman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:50:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Judith Brickman

NJ 08648



From: Mary King
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:48:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary King

MN 55430



From: Lee Greenawalt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:43:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lee Greenawalt

CA 95340
(209) 355-0591



From: Theo Giesy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:38:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Theo Giesy

VA 23061
(757) 625-7558



From: Linda Massimo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:38:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Linda Massimo

AB T6J 3H3
(780) 434-1291



From: Stephen Molk
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:37:58 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Stephen Molk

OH 43202
(614) 268-2672



From: Trish McPeak-LaRocca
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:23:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Trish McPeak-LaRocca

MA 01002



From: Kathryn Lemoine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:14:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Lemoine

LA 71291
(318) 324-1794



From: Sue Jackson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:11:23 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sue Jackson

NC 28785
(407) 625-3288



From: Susan Armistead
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:11:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Susan Armistead

FL 33037
(786) 592-8277



From: Dewey Jackson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:10:43 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dewey Jackson

FL 33037
(305) 942-9053



From: Elaine Heathcoat
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:10:24 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Elaine Heathcoat

NC 28785
(407) 625-3288



From: Russell Jackson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:10:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Russell Jackson

FL 33040
(305) 396-1308



From: dominic melita
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:55:51 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
dominic melita

NY 12550



From: Nancy Currah
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:51:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nancy Currah

WY 82601
(307) 258-6587



From: jeff stone
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:45:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
jeff stone

NY 14226



From: Mark Drye
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:44:45 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mark Drye

KY 40324
(717) 639-4461



From: carolyn massey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:36:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
carolyn massey

IL 62301
(224) 433-4560



From: Joyce Dixon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:31:07 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joyce Dixon

TX 75219
(214) 528-0951



From: T Garmon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:30:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
T Garmon

GA 30534
(706) 265-8177



From: Neil Resico
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:20:37 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Neil Resico

CA 94580



From: Kathrine Jones
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:18:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathrine Jones

AR 72858
(479) 747-8788



From: Sue Geurkink
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:18:04 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sue Geurkink

WI 54660
(608) 372-3686



From: Linda Abbott
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:16:30 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Linda Abbott

NY 10010
(914) 589-1791



From: Tina Ann
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:14:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Tina Ann

CA 94924
(415) 868-2523



From: joanne groshardt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:13:47 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
joanne groshardt

TX 75081
(469) 583-4415



From: George Riggs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:08:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
George Riggs

NY 10567
(914) 737-5190



From: RICHARD CURRY
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:04:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
RICHARD CURRY

NC 28373
(910) 206-5318



From: Steve Donoso
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:02:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Steve Donoso

FL 34250
(941) 479-2510



From: ryk diemert
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:53:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
ryk diemert

MO 63775
(573) 517-7144



From: Yvette Tapp
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:48:27 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Yvette Tapp

NM 87506
(505) 795-4092



From: Harold & Lorraine Panciera
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:48:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Harold & Lorraine Panciera

CT 06457
(860) 346-6697



From: Suzanne J. Arnold
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:43:30 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Suzanne J. Arnold

AZ 86413



From: Jalna Hanmer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:42:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jalna Hanmer

ot LS17 5BD
44 (0) 113 268 1109



From: Rachel Krucoff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:40:11 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Rachel Krucoff

IL 60615
(773) 752-0245



From: Emily Willoughby
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:11:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Emily Willoughby

WA 98188
(206) 241-5885



From: Cammy Colton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:09:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Cammy Colton

KS 66223
(913) 208-9963



From: Mary Wueste
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:03:27 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Wueste

NY 11790
(631) 689-7269



From: Eric Britton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:49:31 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Eric Britton

OH 43551
(419) 321-1348



From: Richard Fehr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:48:58 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Richard Fehr

GA 30277
(770) 366-5673



From: Ellen MacRae
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:48:52 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ellen MacRae

GA 30269
(770) 486-0334



From: Thomas Simon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:48:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Thomas Simon

NY 10003
(347) 678-5832



From: Martin Margolis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:46:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Martin Margolis

NY 10022
(212) 826-9798



From: Mark Farris
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:36:49 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mark Farris

MI 48161
(734) 819-8423



From: Natalie Van Leekwijck
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:30:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Natalie Van Leekwijck

NE 68844
(555) 555-5555



From: Brian Skaggs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:23:48 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Brian Skaggs

CA 94114
(415) 552-6917



From: Barry Eshkol Adelman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:20:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Barry Eshkol Adelman

FL 32967
(772) 696-2167



From: Laura Vera
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:11:48 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Laura Vera

TX 77539
(409) 766-6370



From: Patricia Long
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:10:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Patricia Long

OR 97051
(971) 225-0655



From: Judy Mouradian
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:07:49 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Judy Mouradian

MA 01950
(978) 463-2525



From: Rebecca Procter
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:07:45 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Procter

NM 87508
(505) 231-4369



From: Fiona Priskich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:01:56 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Fiona Priskich

CA 90210



From: Joann Ramos
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:00:52 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joann Ramos

NJ 08830
(732) 283-0000



From: Janice Wilfing
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:59:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Janice Wilfing

WA 98382
(937) 324-2234



From: Keth Luke
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:53:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Keth Luke

FL 34652
1-727-842-6788



From: Lydia Garvey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:45:47 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lydia Garvey

OK 73601
(580) 323-2327



From: Chuck Graver
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:44:48 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Chuck Graver

NJ 08088
(609) 760-8757



From: Rob Doucette
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:37:30 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Rob Doucette

CA 90293
(310) 823-6663



From: H. Richard Leuchtag
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:31:40 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
H. Richard Leuchtag

TX 78028
(830) 895-8529



From: Sheridan Phillips
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:25:19 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sheridan Phillips

NM 87501
(505) 660-9861



From: Sheridan Phillips
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:25:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sheridan Phillips

NM 87501
(505) 660-9861



From: Joann Koch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:19:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joann Koch

CT 06249
(860) 642-7747



From: Sasha Jackson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:12:26 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sasha Jackson

MI 48228
(313) 273-3881



From: Curtis Eckstein
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:10:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Curtis Eckstein

WI 54311
(920) 652-1411



From: Dennis Kreiner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:53:12 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dennis Kreiner

IL 60110
(847) 426-0418



From: DAVID MARTIN
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:52:16 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
DAVID MARTIN

VA 23831
(804) 454-6394



From: Russell Novkov
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:46:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Russell Novkov

WI 53705
(608) 171-8943



From: Randy Vannoy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:45:55 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Randy Vannoy

WA 98321
(360) 897-9340



From: Mina Blyly-Strauss
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:42:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mina Blyly-Strauss

MN 55408
612827606



From: Marcia Evers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:38:14 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Marcia Evers

TX 78703



From: Joyce Follingstad
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:36:45 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joyce Follingstad

OR 97213
(503) 279-8160



From: Maria Baum
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:32:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Maria Baum

IL 60634
(708) 831-4866



From: John Kirchner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:29:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
John Kirchner

IN 46807
(260) 433-4477



From: Linda Levin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:25:11 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Linda Levin

MN 55411



From: Marion Tidwell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:22:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Marion Tidwell

IN 46410
(219) 769-7492



From: Aimee Arceo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:22:24 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Aimee Arceo

NY 14051
(620) 574-0350



From: Boguslaw Kulesza
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:17:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Boguslaw Kulesza

NY 11010
(516) 456-4899



From: kenneth albright
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:17:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
kenneth albright

FL 32818
(787) 246-1724



From: Lee Jurman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:10:40 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lee Jurman

MA 02466
(617) 916-2769



From: ISABEL CERVERA
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:07:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
ISABEL CERVERA

NC 28147
615 23 43 36



From: ann Malyon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:04:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
ann Malyon

NJ 07436
+15555555555



From: Roy Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:03:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Roy Taylor

GA 30114
(770) 720-1048



From: Bettie Reina
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:01:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Bettie Reina

NJ 08340
(609) 476-2761



From: Jennifer Rials
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:54:24 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Rials

MN 55337
(952) 953-3180



From: Meryle A. Korn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:52:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Meryle A. Korn

WA 98226
(503) 281-7475



From: Wendy Alberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:51:39 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Wendy Alberg

MD 21046



From: Jalna Hanmer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:49:53 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jalna Hanmer
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From: James Perkins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:45:52 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
James Perkins

CA 90037
(323) 778-4572



From: Tom Hazelleaf
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:40:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the Federal Register (NRC-
2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors, “other new
technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Tom Hazelleaf

CA 90740
(562) 430-6237



From: Renee Austin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:39:14 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Renee Austin

PA 19421
(610) 827-9736



From: ron johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:39:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
ron johnson

NE 68152
(402) 451-1410



From: Sophia Sutton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:38:45 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.
Janet Sutton

Sincerely,
Sophia Sutton

MO 64056
(816) 673-1968



From: Pamela Nelson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:36:26 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Pamela Nelson

CA 92086
(951) 767-2324



From: Joyce R. Farber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:34:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joyce R. Farber

CA 94115
(415) 346-8461



From: Elizabeth Smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:34:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Smith

MO 64138
(816) 356-4077



From: Les Forman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:33:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Les Forman

NC 27514



From: Chanda Farley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:32:45 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Chanda Farley

NC 28716
(000) 000-0000



From: Joyce R. Farber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:31:19 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joyce R. Farber

CA 94115
(415) 346-8461



From: Penny Dever-Reynolds
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:29:33 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Penny Dever-Reynolds

NM 87109
(505) 412-1789



From: Kathryn Rose
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:28:36 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Rose

CO 80205
(303) 297-1664



From: Robert Marcus
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:28:20 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Marcus

NY 11733
(631) 689-7753



From: Carol Ann Brady,R,N.
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:24:05 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carol Ann Brady,R,N.

PA 19481
(610) 933-1484



From: Michael Gorr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:19:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Michael Gorr

NY 13152
(315) 247-4726



From: Adrienne Hochberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:14:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Adrienne Hochberg

NY 12442
(561) 747-0376



From: Eva Coffee
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:10:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Eva Coffee

AR 72927
(479) 763-3645



From: Paul Wright
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:07:16 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Paul Wright

CA 93109
(805) 284-3489



From: linda torrel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:04:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
linda torrel

OR 97537
(541) 582-3262



From: Bonnie Howard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:02:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Bonnie Howard

MA 01945
(781) 631-7998



From: Gavin Bornholtz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:00:12 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gavin Bornholtz

MI 48439
(810) 655-8082



From: Karin Ascot
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:56:47 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Karin Ascot

TX 78704
(512) 443-1135



From: Gail and John Richardson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:52:39 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gail and John Richardson

MT 59715
(406) 585-7206



From: Deborah Sallee
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:50:37 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Deborah Sallee

WA 98043
(425) 775-4051



From: Isabel Cordova
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:42:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Isabel Cordova

NM 87042
(505) 865-4724



From: Richard Trela
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:41:33 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Richard Trela

TX 79015
(806) 655-5630



From: mira nakashima
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:40:48 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
mira nakashima

PA 18938
(215) 862-5813



From: Debra Stoleroff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:40:26 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Debra Stoleroff

VT 05667
(802) 476-3154



From: Kenneth Mayers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:32:31 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Mayers

NM 87508
(505) 466-6954



From: Shari Galve
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:32:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Shari Galve

CA 92109



From: J. Holley Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:22:26 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
J. Holley Taylor

CA 95946



From: Jaremy Lynch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:15:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jaremy Lynch

ME 04010



From: Cletus Stein
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:04:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Cletus Stein

TX 79106
(806) 351-2744



From: Kathleen Mezoff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:03:39 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Mezoff

NM 87301
(999) 999-9999



From: Eric Jacobs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:03:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Eric Jacobs

ID 83709
(208) 861-4519



From: Linda Musmeci Kimball
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:01:37 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Linda Musmeci Kimball

OH 45056
(513) 523-3640



From: Lucy Calvillo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:00:58 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lucy Calvillo

CA 94110
(415) 647-8172



From: Mark Fitzgerald
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:56:53 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mark Fitzgerald

NY 13210
(315) 472-6450



From: Robert Schuessler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:54:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Schuessler

NY 14150
(716) 725-0015



From: Stephanie Bilenko
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:54:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Bilenko

IL 60526
(708) 772-3034



From: Ilene Bellerue
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:54:40 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ilene Bellerue

HI 96790
(808) 573-7770



From: Gudrun Dennis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:53:19 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gudrun Dennis

FL 32653
(352) 448-5010



From: Mr. Anje" Waters
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:51:45 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mr. Anje' Waters

CA 95945
(530) 559-0555



From: Nancy Roberts-Moneir
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:49:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nancy Roberts-Moneir

FL 39503
(954) 555-5555



From: Sharon Fortunak
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:48:31 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sharon Fortunak

MN 55114
(651) 458-0169



From: Nancy Bodan-Gonser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:46:16 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nancy Bodan-Gonser

CA 94947
(415) 892-5350



From: Evan Ravitz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:45:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Evan Ravitz

CO 80305
(720) 403-5594



From: Joanne Tenney
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:44:52 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joanne Tenney

CA 92026
(760) 480-8443



From: Carol Jurczewski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:42:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carol Jurczewski

IL 60546
(708) 447-0153



From: LAURA LEIPZIG
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:42:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
LAURA LEIPZIG

CA 94702
(510) 282-8834



From: silvia hall
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:40:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
silvia hall

FL 33431
(954) 254-5748



From: Susan Kulis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:39:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Susan Kulis

CT 06518
(203) 230-0790



From: Astrata Barber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:38:07 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Astrata Barber

VA 23322
(757) 319-0785



From: Amaryntha Schalin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:37:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Amaryntha Schalin

VA 23322
(757) 369-0012



From: Lisa Hammermeister
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:37:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lisa Hammermeister

CA 91344
(818) 366-2703



From: Robin Cook
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:36:31 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robin Cook

VA 22209



From: Morey Wolfson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:34:53 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Morey Wolfson

CA 91101
(303) 377-8227



From: Teri Raymond
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:31:33 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Teri Raymond

WA 99160
(509) 684-2614



From: Judith Hutchison
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:28:30 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Judith Hutchison

CO 80304
(303) 440-3789



From: Mariane Paviasen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:27:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mariane Paviasen

ot Narsaq
00299250169



From: Glenn Mitroff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:27:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Glenn Mitroff

WI 53718
(608) 256-2001



From: Leonard Tremmel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:24:55 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Leonard Tremmel

CA 94115
(415) 707-9443



From: Abigail Gindele
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:23:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Abigail Gindele

NH 03801
(603) 427-2550



From: Harvey Dym
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:23:20 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Harvey Dym

WI 53711
(608) 233-9643



From: Carl Arnold
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:19:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carl Arnold

NY 13757
(718) 788-5944



From: John Rath
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:16:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
John Rath

NY 14086



From: Grant Rich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:14:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Grant Rich

CA 94609
(616) 516-2897



From: Charlotte Mullen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:10:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Charlotte Mullen

NJ 07731
(732) 245-5573



From: Dave Parrish
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:08:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dave Parrish

AZ 85375
(623) 810-1803



From: Janet Geldert
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:08:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Janet Geldert

CO 80525
(970) 223-5217



From: Kevin Havener
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do NOT Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Nuclear Facilities!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:05:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do NOT Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Nuclear
Facilities!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I'm writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned
Yankee Rowe LWR reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial
meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have NO confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected!

Sincerely,
Kevin Havener

IL 60657



From: Ronit Corry
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:59:05 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ronit Corry

CA 93110
(805) 898-2237



From: Joseph Goldenberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:57:39 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joseph Goldenberg

IL 60030
(847) 571-6970



From: Charles Happel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:55:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Charles Happel

IN 46224
(317) 696-3675



From: Gabrielle Kayser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:52:20 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gabrielle Kayser

NY 11801
(516) 933-6051



From: Roberta Ahlquist
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:47:52 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Roberta Ahlquist

CA 94301
(650) 328-3350



From: Patrick J Mitchell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:46:14 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Patrick J Mitchell

NY 12603
(914) 629-8952



From: sandra marr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:46:12 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
sandra marr

VT 05301
802-258=4755



From: Douglas and Diane Ower
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:44:49 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs.  Applicants cannot be allowed to make this decision.  It is the
responsibility of the NRC to ensure that emergency plans are in place.

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Douglas and Diane Ower

IL 60099
(847) 872-8328



From: Alice Neuhauser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:43:57 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Alice Neuhauser

CA 90266
(310) 275-7505



From: Thomas Conroy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:43:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Thomas Conroy

CA 90266
(310) 275-7505



From: Eva Linderoth
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:43:35 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Eva Linderoth

ot S-75320
+46730336912



From: Lee Bartell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:42:52 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lee Bartell

MA 02642
(774) 561-2930



From: Heidi Buitron
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:42:40 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Heidi Buitron

FL 33309
954/563/6617



From: Terrence Bennett
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:42:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Terrence Bennett

CA 94510
(415) 289-0809



From: Michele Hale
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:38:56 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Michele Hale

MD 21221
(443) 442-1606



From: Lore Weber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:37:27 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lore Weber

IN 46530
(574) 272-8857



From: R.G. Tuomi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:36:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
R.G. Tuomi

CA 91362
(805) 732-7452



From: Christiane Bernier
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:32:51 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Christiane Bernier

QC G8Y 1M3



From: Richard Koerber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:31:51 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Richard Koerber

NC 28801
(828) 713-1944



From: Mary Heiser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:29:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Heiser

OH 43068
(614) 864-6862



From: Ernie Loreen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:28:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ernie Loreen

WA 98281
(360) 945-5175



From: Dale Axelrod
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:27:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dale Axelrod

CA 94952
(415) 824-1549



From: Lawrence Crowley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:27:11 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lawrence Crowley

CO 80027
(303) 666-0640



From: Sharon Hurley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:26:36 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sharon Hurley

WV 25267
(304) 462-5527



From: Ken Gibb
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:22:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ken Gibb

NV 89448
(775) 782-1610



From: Lynne Preston
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:22:04 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lynne Preston

CA 94107
(415) 821-7845



From: Meredith McGuire
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:20:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Meredith McGuire

TX 78163
(210) 999-8560



From: Mary Long
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:19:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Long

TX 78704
15124438080



From: Sherrill Lewis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:18:51 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sherrill Lewis

CA 93405
(805) 503-9022



From: James Sliger
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:18:30 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
James Sliger

TX 77065
(281) 970-3917



From: Katharine Tussing
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:17:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Katharine Tussing

NY 14216
(716) 566-9588



From: Laurie Litman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:11:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Laurie Litman

CA 95816
(916) 284-1627



From: Gloria Lewis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:11:14 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gloria Lewis

TN 37027
(615) 277-0011



From: Jan Mosgofian
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:04:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jan Mosgofian

CA 94947
(415) 892-8488



From: Gregory Pais
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:02:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gregory Pais

CO 80466
(570) 974-9294



From: Edward Petroski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:01:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Edward Petroski

PA 18505
(570) 346-1332



From: Terry Warkentine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:01:04 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Terry Warkentine

NM 87110
(505) 872-9715



From: Nancy Harlow
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:58:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nancy Harlow

CO 81007
(719) 547-2021



From: Lucy Nichols
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:58:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lucy Nichols

CA 93004
(818) 531-8485



From: Andrei Harabadji
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:56:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Andrei Harabadji

NY 11229
(646) 645-7608



From: TOM DEVINE
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:54:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
TOM DEVINE

WA 98501
(360) 357-8692



From: William St. George
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:53:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
William St. George

NC 28403
(910) 254-4585



From: Marilyn Long
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:52:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Marilyn Long

MO 64030
(816) 761-3492



From: Robert Tinsley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:51:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Tinsley

IA 52240



From: Martin Russell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:50:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Martin Russell

CA 94941
(415) 381-0574



From: Kelly DeVine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:49:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kelly DeVine

NY 11777
(631) 474-2873



From: Eve Duddy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:49:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Eve Duddy

CA 92624
(949) 218-2647



From: Elaine Larson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:48:26 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Elaine Larson

CA 94954
(111) 111-1111



From: Nathalie Kuroiwa-Lewis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:47:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nathalie Kuroiwa-Lewis

WA 98501
481 3052



From: Elizabeth Kelley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:46:07 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Kelley

VA 23602
(757) 874-1926



From: Stephanie Huntington
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:45:52 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Huntington

CO 80207
(303) 388-6629



From: Bret Myers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:43:38 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Bret Myers

OH 44035



From: Emma Goode-DeBlanc
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:43:23 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Emma Goode-DeBlanc

TX 77833
(979) 830-0096



From: Glenn Knoblock
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:42:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Glenn Knoblock

IL 60436
(815) 727-7725



From: Kathy Oppenhuizen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:42:04 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathy Oppenhuizen

MI 49460
(616) 846-1956



From: John ROBERT Jackson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:41:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
John ROBERT Jackson

FL 32425
(352) 578-1215



From: Robert Quarrick
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:37:01 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Quarrick

CA 94510
(707) 747-6959



From: Jean Glassman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:36:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jean Glassman

MA 02476
(339) 641-5199



From: THOMAS A PAKURAR
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:36:27 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
THOMAS A PAKURAR

VA 23112
(804) 639-4454



From: Roberta Marine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:35:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Roberta Marine

MI 48917
(517) 290-7671



From: Judith Butts
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:34:07 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Judith Butts

CA 94040
(650) 964-3727



From: Ann Breitenbach
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:30:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ann Breitenbach

MD 21084
(410) 692-2839



From: Ken Bossong
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:29:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ken Bossong

MD 20912
301-270-6477 x.11



From: Paul Reslink
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:27:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Paul Reslink

CT 06518
(203) 375-8907



From: Peggy Fugate
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:26:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Peggy Fugate

OH 45056
(513) 523-3449



From: Laurie King
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:25:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Laurie King

CA 95123
(408) 972-2104



From: Bruce Ross
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:24:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Bruce Ross

TX 77449
(281) 829-9954



From: MARTIN MADOR
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:24:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
MARTIN MADOR

CT 06518



From: Jonny Hahn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:23:07 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jonny Hahn

WA 98101
(206) 781-5264



From: William Wharton Smith III
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:18:39 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
William Wharton Smith III

RI 02835
(401) 423-0433



From: Lucymarie Ruth
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:18:38 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lucymarie Ruth

CA 94610



From: Lori Haaland
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:17:37 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lori Haaland

MN 55449



From: Yvonne Fisher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:16:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Yvonne Fisher

CA 90293
(310) 502-8498



From: Saab Lofton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:16:48 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Saab Lofton

WA 98104
(206) 291-3815



From: Gabriela Sweet
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:15:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Gabriela Sweet

MN 55102
(612) 625-8658



From: Matthew Shapiro
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:13:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Matthew Shapiro

IL 60091
(847) 256-2732



From: karl novak
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:13:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
karl novak

VT 05461
(802) 482-6656



From: Karma Lekshe Tsomo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:11:56 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Karma Lekshe Tsomo

CA 92109
(858) 525-5163



From: Sharon Fasnacht
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:11:47 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sharon Fasnacht

WA 98512
(360) 753-8009



From: Dennis Nelson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:11:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Nuclear power in any form is unsafe. Please stop this insanity now once and for all.

Dennis Nelson, Ph.D.

Sincerely,
Dennis Nelson

CA 92126
(858) 610-6736



From: Manuel Bermudez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:10:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Manuel Bermudez

WI 53103
(414) 554-4733



From: Sarah Hayes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:08:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sarah Hayes

MN 55117
(651) 000-0000



From: Jacki Gluck
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:05:31 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Again, this proposed regulation needs to be rejected.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Jacki Gluck

NV 89074
(702) 236-0564



From: Wayne English
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:04:55 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Wayne English

CA 92149



From: Edith Ogella
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:03:42 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Edith Ogella

CA 93111
54555555555



From: Lloyd Hedger
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:01:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lloyd Hedger

WA 98403
(253) 274-0937



From: Nan Wollman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:01:29 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nan Wollman

AZ 85719
(323) 343-1098



From: Victor Becker Lau
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:00:59 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Victor Becker Lau

SK S4P1K3
13065650144



From: Dorothy Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:59:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Anderson

MA 02191
(781) 335-1051



From: Zeb Nole
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:58:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Zeb Nole

NV 89161
(555) 555-5555



From: Ric Bernat
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:58:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ric Bernat

OR 97212
(503) 331-7177



From: Elaine Palmquist
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:58:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Elaine Palmquist

CO 80016
(410) 688-3763



From: Erline Towner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:57:39 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Erline Towner

NH 03055
(603) 672-2536



From: Sylvia Tyree
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:56:27 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sylvia Tyree

KY 40502
(859) 202-6954



From: Sally Mann
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:53:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sally Mann

NY 11231
(718) 852-1901



From: Jann Brooks
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:53:19 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jann Brooks

MI 48306
(248) 555-1212



From: Jann Brooks
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:53:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jann Brooks

MI 48306
(248) 555-1212



From: Kaelan Shannon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:53:17 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kaelan Shannon

CA 92882
(714) 909-9723



From: Michael Daus
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:53:11 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Michael Daus

NM 87124
(505) 710-0630



From: Carole Huelsberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:51:51 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carole Huelsberg

WA 98368
(360) 385-0814



From: Larry Gioannini
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:50:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Larry Gioannini

NM 88005
(575) 523-5297



From: Albert Ulrich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:50:44 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Albert Ulrich

NY 10454
13472309725



From: John Keiser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:49:40 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
John Keiser

NY 10009
(212) 473-0980



From: Nancy Griffith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:47:54 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nancy Griffith

CO 80033
(720) 785-4568



From: Joyce Case
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:47:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joyce Case

IL 60134
(630) 457-5257



From: John Thompson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:47:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
John Thompson

WA 98271
(206) 604-6735



From: B Barbara Parliman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:43:33 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
B Barbara Parliman

OR 97544
(541) 916-2642



From: marie young
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:43:24 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
marie young

NY 12561



From: Elliott Blass
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:43:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Elliott Blass

MA 02459
16173086121



From: Loraine Ferrara
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:42:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Loraine Ferrara

MA 02184
(781) 848-4874



From: Randall Frank
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:41:48 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Randall Frank

CA 95843
(916) 348-0116



From: Susan Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:40:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Susan Clark

NJ 07830
(908) 832-5509



From: Sandra Cais
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:39:26 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sandra Cais

NY 11377
(718) 784-4808



From: L. Sokei
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:38:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
L. Sokei

CA 94304
(650) 498-8424



From: Dawn florio
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:38:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Dawn florio

OH 44133
14402372112



From: Karen Verrill
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:37:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Karen Verrill

WA 98502
(360) 866-6187



From: Carolyn Summers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:36:28 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Summers

NY 10706
(914) 478-5712



From: Pauline Cunningham
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:36:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Pauline Cunningham

MN 55419
(651) 769-0534



From: Robert Fenstermaker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:34:47 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robert Fenstermaker

PA 18444
(570) 604-6311



From: Sandra Benzeev
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:32:38 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Sandra Benzeev

IL 60611
(312) 464-1068



From: Lisa Vaughan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:31:35 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lisa Vaughan

MD 21228
(410) 744-3456



From: Aileen McEvoy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:31:13 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Aileen McEvoy

NY 14892
(607) 565-7368



From: Carol Edwards
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:29:18 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carol Edwards

CA 93535
(661) 723-7916



From: Nicholas Williams
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:28:11 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Nicholas Williams

CA 93535
(661) 723-7916



From: Helen Rynaski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:26:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Helen Rynaski

NM 87571
(575) 770-4699



From: Joan Liberty
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:26:38 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joan Liberty

NY 12188
(518) 874-1030



From: Terry Akana
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:25:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Terry Akana

HI 96707
(555) 555-5555



From: A Gardner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:25:05 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
A Gardner

CA 94602
(510) 111-2233



From: Lynn Pekkanen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:24:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lynn Pekkanen

MD 20816
(222) 222-2222



From: Mary Perner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:24:33 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mary Perner

CA 94550
(925) 518-5014



From: Chip Henneman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:23:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Chip Henneman

UT 84040
ww2buff39_45@msn.com



From: William McGoldrick
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:23:10 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
William McGoldrick

GA 30345
(678) 691-6297



From: liz rieman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:21:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
liz rieman

MO 65203
(573) 815-9245



From: Joy Morgen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:21:02 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Joy Morgen

WI 53716
(608) 698-3168



From: Mike Sheppard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:20:01 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mike Sheppard

CA 95062
(555) 555-5555



From: Vernon Brechin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:19:30 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Vernon Brechin

CA 94040
(650) 961-5123



From: Lowell Young
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:18:20 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lowell Young

CA 93720
(209) 966-2547



From: Lowell Young
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:18:03 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Lowell Young

CA 93720
(209) 966-2547



From: William Palmisano
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:15:23 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
William Palmisano

CA 93105
(805) 966-7474



From: Oleh Sydor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:14:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Oleh Sydor

IL 60137
(630) 469-6223



From: diana horowitz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:13:41 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
diana horowitz

CA 91367
(000) 000-0000



From: Richard Foreman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:12:08 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Richard Foreman

TX 76018



From: Jesse Marsden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:10:51 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jesse Marsden

RI 02906



From: Stuart Weinstock
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:10:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Stuart Weinstock

NJ 07052
(973) 325-0685



From: Victoria Fuller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:10:09 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Victoria Fuller

IL 60622
(773) 000-0000



From: P.Jacquelyn Schmidt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:09:27 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
P.Jacquelyn Schmidt

MA 01826
(207) 837-3730



From: Peter Guerrero
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:09:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Peter Guerrero

WA 98368
(510) 421-1071



From: fergus marshall
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:08:21 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
fergus marshall

MA 01013
(413) 218-6688



From: David Ball
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:07:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
David Ball

MA 01060
(413) 586-3368



From: Jonna Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:07:20 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jonna Johnson

MI 49323



From: Shirley Rice
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:07:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Shirley Rice

NY 14818
(607) 546-7169



From: Shirley Rice
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:07:06 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Shirley Rice

NY 14818
(607) 546-7169



From: Robin Jenkins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:06:50 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Robin Jenkins

NV 89121
(702) 456-0791



From: Shay Coleman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:06:32 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Shay Coleman

NJ 07928
(201) 317-8796



From: Stephen Battis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:05:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Stephen Battis

MA 02346
(508) 524-3598



From: Denise Dreher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:05:01 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Denise Dreher

ME 04005
(207) 286-9747



From: Ron Katz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:05:00 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Ron Katz

MI 48070
(248) 892-1240



From: Thomas Dorsey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:04:25 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Thomas Dorsey

IL 60564
(630) 983-1542



From: Carolyn Turner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:04:19 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Turner

GA 30084
(470) 268-4166



From: Caroline Miller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:04:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Caroline Miller

FL 33710
(727) 000-0000



From: Roderick Jude
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:03:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Roderick Jude

MT 59730
(406) 579-7627



From: Kathy Faris
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:03:15 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathy Faris

PA 19039
18566496282



From: robin mcfall
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:02:55 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
robin mcfall

PA 16148



From: Stephen Schwartz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:02:53 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Stephen Schwartz

PA 19039
(484) 366-8362



From: Jami Pillow
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:02:34 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Jami Pillow

CA 91105



From: Teresa grady sayvetz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:02:22 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Teresa grady sayvetz

NY 14850
(607) 279-4565



From: Michael Ahern
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:01:46 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Michael Ahern

OH 44026
(440) 286-6971



From: Mike Coats
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:00:51 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Mike Coats

ot 11111



From: Donna Pope
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:00:30 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Donna Pope

FL 33629
(555) 555-5555



From: Don Schwartz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:00:23 PM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Don Schwartz

CA 94939
(415) 924-2506



From: Bruce Donnell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:59:28 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Bruce Donnell

NM 87506
(505) 983-7511



From: William Persky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:58:50 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
William Persky

WA 98501
(360) 357-5503



From: Georgia Braithwaite
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:58:29 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Georgia Braithwaite

AZ 86326
(555) 555-5555



From: Benjamin Martin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:58:18 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Benjamin Martin

CT 06492
(203) 215-0395



From: BK Young
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:58:02 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
BK Young

FL 33470
(000) 000-0000



From: Melissa Lowe
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:57:42 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Melissa Lowe

CT 06770
(203) 808-0000



From: Deborah Childers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:57:32 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Deborah Childers

CA 95350
(209) 605-9945



From: Patricia Constantino
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:57:02 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

Don't eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the above-referenced
facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).  The proposed regulations that will replace those requirements would
allow licensees to determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary
at all), based on the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This
proposed rule change must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

As I see it NRC is  subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Patricia Constantino

NY 11231
(718) 834-0591



From: joan mccoy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:56:52 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
joan mccoy

MI 48603
(989) 792-9766



From: Janet Maker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:56:51 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Janet Maker

CA 90024
(310) 993-8303



From: Kathleen Corbett
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:56:37 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probability that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Corbett

NM 88001
(307) 679-2956



From: Linda Wood
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors

and Other Nuclear Facilities--Strengthen it!
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:56:03 AM

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EPZs)

RE: Docket ID NRC-2020-0101: Do Not Weaken Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Reactors and Other Nuclear
Facilities--Strengthen it!

Dear ,

Commissioners and Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am writing in opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s proposed rule change, docketed in the
Federal Register (NRC-2020-0101), to reduce the emergency preparedness requirements for small modular reactors,
“other new technologies,” and production and utilization facilities.

The scope of this rulemaking could potentially affect millions of people. Because of the COVID19 Pandemic, many
people do not have the time to engage and review it right now. In light of this reality, I strongly encourage NRC to
extend the comment period to 6 months after the end of the COVID-19 crisis.

NRC is proposing to eliminate the requirement of dedicated minimum Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) for the
above-referenced facilities, and for site-specific Emergency Response Plans that must be reviewed and approved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Instead, the proposed regulations would allow licensees to
determine what the size of the EPZ should be (or whether offsite emergency planning is necessary at all), based on
the probaobility that people would be exposed to more than  1000 millirems of radiation. This proposed rule change
must be rejected.

Emergency planning requirements have been a bedrock of nuclear safety regulation for over 40 years, since the
Three Mile Island disaster proved that large releases of radiation were possible, ad hoc emergency response
measures are inadequate, and that nuclear disasters present unique challenges requiring advance preparation and
coordination with state and local agencies. NRC has affirmed the importance of requiring offsite emergency
planning on multiple occasions since the requirements were adopted in 1980.

Emergency planning requirements for nuclear facilities will be more essential than ever due to climate change.
Natural disasters that could cause nuclear emergencies, as well as complicate emergency response plans, are
increasing in both severity and frequency. But NRC’s proposed rule and supporting documents do not even mention
climate change or extreme weather events once. It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to promulgate nuclear safety
and emergency planning regulations without taking into account the real-world conditions of the climate crisis.

Emergency planning is part of the social contract for commercial nuclear facilities. It is the very last line of defense
to protect public health and safety when safety regulations, reactor designs, defense-in-depth, and NRC oversight
fail. The public bears the ultimate risk from a nuclear disaster. As the National Academy of Sciences affirmed in its
seventh review of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), there is no “safe” level of radiation
exposure--every amount of ionizing radiation exposure results in an increased risk to a person’s health. In addition,
the Price-Anderson Act limits the nuclear industry’s collective liability for radiological disasters at its facilities to
only $13 billion. Under the act, victims are left to seek damages from the federal government, forcing the public to
sue our own government and ultimately requiring our fellow taxpayers to pay the bill for the industry’s failures. In
exchange for subjecting the public to what may ultimately be incalculable losses to health, family, career,
community, and home, NRC licensees must create and maintain (and pay for) plans to enable people to get out of
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harm’s way when nuclear safety measures fail and probability estimates prove wrong.

In practice, NRC’s current emergency planning requirements under 10 CFR 50.33 have been demonstrated to be
inadequate in real-world situations. They should be made more stringent, not less, and not based solely on
calculations of risk.

Large amounts of radiation requiring evacuation in the Fukushima Dai-Ichi and Chernobyl disasters extended far
beyond the 10-mile radius evacuation zone NRC requires; in fact, the US government recommended that all US
citizens within 50 miles of Fukushima Dai-Ichi evacuate in 2011. US Navy sailors on the USS Ronald Reagan,
which was involved in relief efforts in the immediate aftermath of the Fukushima disaster, allegedly suffered
illnesses from radiation exposure encountered up to 50 miles offshore. Also, restrictions on consumption of crops
and food in locations more than 1,000 miles from Chernobyl are still in place today, though they are more than 20
times farther from the reactor site than NRC’s current food and water ingestion pathway EPZ of 50 miles.

The small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light-water reactors (NLWRs) this rule change would apply to are
smaller than the Fukushima Dai-Ichi reactors and Chernobyl unit 4, but they would still contain large amounts of
radiological material. The proposed NuScale SMR reactor design is rated for 50-60 MW, about one-tenth the size of
Fukushima Dai-Ichi units 1 and 2; however, the NuScale SMR currently under design certification review is
intended to be built with 12 reactor units in a single reactor building, making each NuScale plant equivalent to a
conventional large reactor. As the Fukushima Dai-Ichi disaster proved, a single event can cause multiple reactor
failures on the same site: all three operating reactors melted down; also, the unit 3 meltdown caused a hydrogen
explosion at the shut-down unit 4, devastating the reactor building and leading to the potential for a spent fuel pool
fire. The proposed Holtec SMR design is 160 MW, similar in size to the decommissioned Yankee Rowe LWR
reactor in Massachusetts and the Fermi unit 1 sodium-cooled fast reactor, which had a partial meltdown in 1966.

It is arbitrary and capricious for NRC to assume that license applicants for new reactor designs should be able to
exempt themselves from emergency planning requirements solely on the basis of risk calculations. NRC has no
experience regulating many potential reactor designs. 

In addition, by creating a process for “small” reactors to eliminate offsite emergency planning through a cold
calculation of the probability that a radiation release would not be large enough to warrant emergency response,
NRC is opening the door for reactors of any size, design, and vintage to reduce or eliminate emergency planning.

NRC appears to be subjugating its prime responsibility to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic
Energy Act as amended in 1975 to industry financial interests in lightened regulatory burden and streamlined
licensing procedures. The public can have no confidence in this proposed regulation, and it must be rejected.

Sincerely,
Linda Wood

CA 94706
(510) 524-8141




